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fits perfectly
fresh, innovative and beautiful
Your bathroom is special, it is where you go to rejuvenate
and soak away the stresses of the outside world. That
is why your new bathroom should be made into the perfect
space for relaxing and unwinding. The nabis Bathroom
Collection offers a complete collection of bathroom
products allowing you to design that perfect space.

nabis offers a complete range of
bathroom products to enable you to
design your complete bathroom to
the style and specification you desire.
Most nabis bathroom products are
kept in stock and are available to
collect from any Wolseley branch
nationwide in under 48 hours.
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All nabis bathroom products are
manufactured to the highest quality
standards and all products are
guaranteed against manufacturing
defects. Please view the individual
product ranges for full details of
specific product guarantees.

nabis bathroom products are exclusive to Wolseley.
Wolseley has around 450 branches nationwide that distribute to the
trade. For more information on the nabis Bathroom Collection or for
details on how to purchase nabis bathroom products, please speak to
your local bathroom installer.

Whilst care has been taken to ensure that the information included in this
document was accurate at the time of printing we reserve the right to change
specifications at any time.
The photographs reproduced in this publication are within the constraints
of the printing process and are NOT to be used for matching purposes.

All in all, we provide everything you want for an idyllic
bathroom, good looks, great price… and a perfect fit.

All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT at current rate unless marked otherwise.
All prices shown in this guide are Retail Prices Inc VAT. We advise you to contact
your local branch or showroom for up to date prices. Please read our conditions
of sale. Please contact your local branch for further details concerning availability.
We must point out that all goods will be invoiced at prices ruling at the date of
despatch unless otherwise agreed. E&OE.
a

company

January 2019.
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nabis suites are not only stylish but they are also good quality,
reliable and great value for money so there’s something for every
taste and budget.

Bathroom
suites
No matter what kind of bathroom you desire,
the nabis range offers an affordable selection
to suit all tastes. Whether you’re looking for a
lavish room to unwind in, or a space-saving
solution that will bring your bathroom to life,
every nabis suite can be tailored exactly to
your needs. Each suite also comes with
factory fitted professional fittings to help the
installer to achieve the perfect installation.

Bathroom suites

Why choose a nabis suite?

Affordability
With nabis you are sure to find an affordable
suite to suit every taste and budget. Our special
suite packs mean you can get everything in one
go, making things easier for you and offering
even better value. Most products are kept in
stock and available to collect in under 48 hours
so you can be relaxing in your new bathroom
sooner than you think.

Quality
nabis suites are exclusive to Wolseley and
are all manufactured to the highest quality
standards. We have market leading guarantees,
which cover a lifetime on our ceramics, so you
can rest assured that you will be getting a good
quality, reliable bathroom suite from a name
you can trust.

Style
Whether you like crisp straight lines or
smooth curved edges, there is a nabis suite to
suit all tastes. The nabis range combines form
and function beautifully, offering stylish space
saving options such as corner basins, 1 and 2
tap hole options allowing you the flexibility to
choose your preferred style tap and wall hung
pans which can be installed at a height to suit
your own personal needs.
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A stylish, compact design perfect for smaller bathrooms.
Aesthetics and practicality come together, providing you
with a range that can optimise the floor space, while
adding simple elegance to your bathroom.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

new
Arno Square range options

Modern bathroom suites

Arno Square

Buying tip…
1 tap hole basin
B61672 £61.72

Close coupled pan
B61670 £107.99

Pedestal
B61682 £21.59

Close coupled cistern
B61681 £73.86
Premium soft close seat
B61671 £33.59

Bathroom cabinets,
wall storage units and
mirrors with built-in
lighting all come
together to create your
fully personalised, ideal
bathroom which fulfils
your every need and
desire. Check out our
furniture ranges on
pages 30-49.

Complete the look…

Pack price

£248.98

1700x700x540mm
Showerbath left hand
A03036 £289.28

Basin mixer - no waste
A05421 £79.16

Thermostatic bar valve with
fast fix kit and set
D01194 £149.83

See pages 50-57 for our
full selection of baths

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 58-65 for our full selection
of shower systems and kits

What’s in
the pack?

1 tap hole basin

Close coupled pan

Premimum soft close seat

B61672

B61670

B61671

Pedestal

Close coupled cistern

B61682

B61681

B61684
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Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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A modern, compact design perfect for cloakrooms
and smaller bathrooms. The ultimate space saving
design with its modern curves will enhance the look
of your bathroom.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

new
Arno Round range options

Modern bathroom suites

Arno Round

Buying tip…
1 tap hole basin
B61672 £61.72

Close coupled pan
B61679 £99.58

Pedestal
B61682 £21.59

Close coupled cistern
B61681 £73.86
Deluxe soft close seat
and cover
B61680 £30.00

One of the most common
replacements in a
bathroom is the toilet
seat. Check out our full
range of toilet seats
replacements on page 29.

Complete the look…

Pack price

£238.98

Glass shelf
D02578 £22.90

Basin mixer - no waste
A05408 £67.17

800x500mm Chrome
923 BTU/h
200391 £261.50

See pages 84-89 for our full
selection of accessories

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 76-83 for our full
selection of towel warmers

What’s in
the pack?

1 tap hole basin

Close coupled pan

B61672

B61679

Deluxe soft close seat
and cover

Pedestal

Close coupled cistern

B61680

B61682

B61681

B61686
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Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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A sleek, sophisticated design perfect for any
contemporary bathroom. Featuring short projection
toilet and basin, which make the bathroom feel
luxuriously spacious.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

new
Livi Square range options

Modern bathroom suites

Livi Square

Buying tip…
530mm 1 tap hole basin
B61675 £64.77

Close coupled pan
B61673 £110.40

Pedestal
B61682 £21.59

Close coupled cistern
B61681 £73.86
Soft close seat
B61674 £34.12

Your taps can define
the personality of
the bathroom. Our 13
collections encompass
innovative design and
performance with different
features for modern or
classic bathrooms that
adapt to every taste and
lifestyle. See our full
ranges on pages 66-75.

Complete the look…

Pack price

£258.97

1700x750x550mm
No tap hole double-ended bath
A04136 £196.22

Corda basin mixer
A05025 £75.49

2 tap hole bath/shower mixer & kit
A05419 £146.32

See pages 50-57 for our
full selection of baths

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 58-65 for our
full selection of taps

What’s in
the pack?

530mm 1 tap hole basin

Close coupled pan

Soft close seat

B61675

B61673

B61674

Pedestal

Close coupled cistern

B61682

B61681

B61683
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Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Whilst nabis Livi Round combines style and
functionality in an elegant manner, its compact form
uses space efficiently, making the bathroom area
feel luxuriously spacious.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

new
Livi Round range options

Modern bathroom suites

Livi Round

Buying tip…
536mm 1 tap hole basin
B61675 £64.77

Close coupled pan
B61676 £110.40

Pedestal
B61682 £21.59

Close coupled cistern
B61681 £73.86
Soft close seat
B61677 £34.12

As a bath is almost
always the biggest item
in a bathroom, it is the
focal point of the room.
Consider what style you
would like to have, and
what works best for
your life style as this
will influence the entire
bathroom. For our full
range see pages 50-57.

Complete the look…

Pack price

£258.97

1500x700x550mm
2 tap hole acrylic bath
A04134 £168.12

Lever basin mixer
A05495 £61.97

Thermostatic exposed sequential
shower valve with shower set
D01191 £195.24

See pages 50-57 for our
full selection of baths

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 58-65 for our full selection
of shower systems and kits

What’s in
the pack?

530mm 1 tap hole basin

Close coupled cistern

Soft close seat

B61675

B61681

B61677

Pedestal

Close coupled pan

B61682

B61676

B61685
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Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Value, performance and gorgeous modern looks.
A truly modern range with a luxurious finish for
less than you may expect.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

new
Vector II range options

550mm 1 tap hole basin
B61662 £60.11
Full pedestal
B61663 £24.59

Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan
B61664 £88.80

Back to wall horizontal
outlet pan
B61666 £112.02

Push button cistern
(close coupled pan)
B61665 £58.75

Concealed cistern and button
B24012 £56.51

Soft close seat and cover
B61667 £42.36

Modern bathroom suites

Vector II

Soft close seat and cover
B61667 £42.36

Complete the look…

Pack price

£248.13

Towel ring
D02577 £15.18

Basin mixer - no waste
A05408 £67.17

Thermostatic bar valve with rigid riser
and handset with fast fix connections
D01193 £286.04

See pages 84-89 for our full
selection of accessories

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 58-65 for our full selection
of shower systems and kits

What’s in
the pack?

550mm 1 tap hole basin
B61662

Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan

Full pedestal

B61664

B61663

B61644
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Soft close seat and cover
B61667

Push button cistern
(close coupled pan)
B61665

Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Cool, contemporary styling offering a light,
airy finish to your bathroom

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

Modern bathroom suites

Pride
Pride range options

550mm 1 tap hole basin
B61024 £38.48
550mm 2 tap hole basin
B61025 £38.48
Semi pedestal
B61035 £44.07

500mm 1 tap hole
semi recessed basin
B61029 £67.86

Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan
B61036 £51.74

550mm 1 tap hole
semi recessed basin
B61030 £72.00

6/3Litre push button
cistern
B61039 £58.42

535mm 1 tap hole
coutertop basin
B61033 £68.22

Standard seat and cover
(for close coupled pan)
B08611 £17.90
Soft close seat and cover
(for close coupled pan)
A21900 £43.15

450mm 1 tap hole
handrinse basin
B61028 £43.73

Back to wall pan
B61037 £121.66
Wall hung pan
B61038 £76.61
Standard seat and cover
(for wall hung pan)
B08612 £29.08
Wall hung WC frame and
chrome push plate
B24013 £354.12
Standard seat and cover
(for back to wall pan)
A21902 £30.74
Soft close seat and cover
(for back to wall pan)
A21901 £46.74

555mm 1 tap hole
corner basin
B61034 £65.21

1 1/4” contemporary
bottle trap
C20226 £36.93

Complete the look…

600mm 1 tap hole basin
B61026 £43.73
600mm 2 tap hole basin
B61027 £43.73
Full pedestal
B61032 £27.64

Pack price

£185.90
B45277
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What’s in
the pack?

800x800mm quadrant low level
shower tray
E13217 £108.44

Thermostatic exposed mini
sequential shower valve with kit
D01190 £195.25

See page 65 for our full
selection of shower trays

See pages 58-65 for our full
selection of shower systems and kits

550mm 1 tap hole basin
B61024

Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan

Standard seat and cover
(for close coupled pan)

Full pedestal

B61036

B08611

B61032

6/3Litre push button
cistern
B61039

Note: Full and semi pedestals not compatible with handrinse and corner basins. Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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With its high gloss glaze to provide your bathroom
with a bright clean white finish, the Alia range
helps shape even the smallest spaces.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

Modern bathroom suites

Alia
Alia range options

500mm 1 tap hole basin
B61625 £36.89
550mm 2 tap hole basin
B61626 £36.89
Full pedestal
B61627 £19.13

Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan
B61620 £76.50

Back to wall horizontal
outlet pan
B61623 £87.43

Push button cistern
(for close coupled pan)
B61621 £47.82

Concealed cistern and button
B24012 £56.51

Concealed cistern and button
B24012 £56.51

Soft closing toilet seat and
cover (for back-to-wall pan)
B61624 £32.79

Soft closing toilet seat and
cover (for back-to-wall pan)
B61624 £32.79

Complete the look…

Pack price

£204.57

1700x750x550mm
No tap hole acrylic bath
A04144 £202.96

Basin mixer - no waste
A05408 £67.17

2 tap hole bath filler
A05413 £94.27

See pages 50-57 for our
full selection of baths

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

What’s in
the pack?

500mm 1 tap hole basin
B61625

Full pedestal
B61627

B61642
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Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan

Soft closing toilet seat
and cover

B61620

B61624

Push button cistern
(for close coupled pan)
B61621

Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Simple elegance, style and value come together,
providing you with a range that can help cut your
water usage, while adding simple elegance to
your bathroom.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

Modern bathroom suites

Lamone
Lamone range options

500mm 1 tap hole basin
B61633 £61.48
Full pedestal
B61634 £31.43

Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan
B61628 £83.34

Back to wall horizontal
outlet pan
B61632 £95.63

Push button cistern
(for close coupled pan)
B61629 £51.91

Concealed cistern and button
B24012 £56.51

Soft closing seat and cover
B61630 £35.52
Premium soft closing seat
and cover
B61631 £38.25

Soft closing seat and cover
B61630 £35.52
Premium soft closing seat
and cover
B61631 £38.25

Complete the look…

Pack price

£207.22

Thermostatic bar valve with rigid riser
and handset with fast fix connections
D01192 £270.93

Basin mixer - no waste
A05408 £67.17

8mm wetroom panel
800x1900mm
D06980 £267.56

See pages 58-65 for our full selection
of shower systems and kits

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 58-65 for our full selection
of shower systems and kits

What’s in
the pack?

500mm 1 tap hole basin
B61633

Close coupled horizontal
outlet pan

Soft closing seat
and cover

Full pedestal

B61628

B61630

B61634

B61645
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Push button cistern
(for close coupled pan)
B61629

Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Affinity is epitomised by its beautiful crisp
white finish matched with contemporary
simple and clean stylish lines.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

Modern bathroom suites

Affinity
Affinity range options

400mm 1 tap hole basin
(wall hung only)
A03803 £66.81

Close coupled pan
A03806 £121.09

Wall hung pan
A03808 £129.44

Close coupled cistern
A03807 £100.22

Concealed cistern and button
B24012 £56.51

Soft close seat
A21969 £78.92

Soft close seat
A21969 £78.92

1200x900mm rectangular low level
shower tray
E13232 £163.85

Basin mixer - no waste
A05408 £67.17

770x600mm Chrome
1085 BTU/h
270075 £187.74

See page 65 for our full
selection of shower trays

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 76-83 for our full
selection of towel warmers

550mm 1 tap hole basin
A03802 £79.33
Semi pedestal
A03804 £66.81
Full pedestal
A03805 £54.28

Complete the look…

Pack price

£262.68

What’s in
the pack?

550mm 1 tap hole basin

Close coupled pan

Soft close seat

A03802

A03806

A21969

Full pedestal

Close coupled cistern

A03805

A03807

A05319
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Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Simple elegance, style and value come
together, providing you with a range that
can help cut your water usage, while adding
simple elegance to your bathroom.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

Modern bathroom suites

Devine
Devine range options

400mm 1 tap hole basin
A03810 £75.16

Fully back to wall close
coupled pan
A03813 £141.97

500mm 1 tap hole basin
A03809 £66.81

Semi pedestal
A03811 £70.98

Close coupled 1 piece
cistern
A03814 £96.03

Full pedestal
A03812 £48.02

Soft close seat
A21970 £70.42

Complete the look…

Pack price

£277.20

1500x700x415mm
2 tap hole twin grip anti-slip steel bath
B61015 £168.50

Basin mixer
A05025 £75.49

2 tap hole bath/shower mixer & kit
A05031 £138.97

See pages 50-57 for our
full selection of baths

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

What’s in
the pack?

500mm 1 tap hole basin
A03809

Fully back to wall close
coupled pan

Full pedestal

A03813

A03812

A05323
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Soft close seat
A21970

Close coupled 1 piece
cistern
A03814

Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Traditional design, appealing to classical taste, yet
manufactured to today’s high exacting standards. The
perfect suite for creating a period look in any home.

L

Lifetime guarantee
for ceramics

1

Year guarantee for
toilet seats

new
Traditional range options

500mm 2 tap hole basin
G51713 £116.41

Close coupled toilet pan
G51718 £74.99

560mm 2 tap hole basin
G51709 £98.29

Close coupled cistern
with lever
G51719 £46.97

Full pedestal
G51708 £50.01

Wooden toilet seat
(natural walnut)
G51742 £88.66

Traditional bathroom suites

Traditional

Back to wall horizontal
outlet pan
B61638 £96.39
Concealed cistern and button
B24012 £56.51
Standard round soft
close seat
G51495 £32.51

Standard round soft
close seat
G51495 £32.51

Complete the look…

Pack price

£231.63

1695x755x625mm Double ended freestanding
roll top bath with chrome feet included
A03064 £808.28

Basin pillar taps
A05432 £33.57

Floor standing towel warmer
965x673mm 1890 BTU/h
200401 £387.46

See pages 50-57 for our
full selection of baths

See pages 66-75 for our
full selection of taps

See pages 76-83 for our full
selection of towel warmers

What’s in
the pack?

560mm 2 tap hole basin

Close coupled toilet pan

G51709

G51718

Full pedestal

Close coupled cistern
with lever

G51708

B61643
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Note: Brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Standard round soft
close seat
G51495

G51719
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The soft close automatic closure system finally puts an end to
noisy closing toilet seats. Just a fingertip touch and the lid closes
all by itself. Gently and silently. Almost weightlessly.

Lilly thermoplastic toilet seat with quick
release, top fix hinge and lock+ (ideal for
medium traffic areas)
A05652 £38.90

Lilly thermoplastic toilet seat with
bottom fix stainless steel hinge and
lock+ (ideal for medium traffic areas)
A05653 £34.34

Blossom thermoplastic toilet seat with
bottom fix stainless steel hinge and lock
(ideal for medium traffic areas)
A05655 £36.49

Tulip heavy duty thermoset toilet
seat with top fix hinge and lock+
(ideal for high traffic areas)
A05656 £55.00

Iris thermoset toilet seat and cover with
top fix hinge and lock+ (ideal for medium
traffic areas)
A05658 £58.40

Edelweiss D shape thermoset toilet
seat and cover, ideal for modern
D-shape pans
A05659 £63.26

new

Bathroom suites

Soft close toilet seats, frame and flush plate

Frame and
flush plate
1.08m wall hung WC frame and chrome
push plate
B24013 £354.12
Blossom thermoset toilet seat and cover
with quick release top fix hinge and lock+
(ideal for medium traffic areas)
A05654 £55.00
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Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Daisy heavy duty thermoset toilet
seat with quick release top fix hinge
and lock+ (ideal for high traffic areas)
A05657 £65.49

Chrome push plate
B24014 £79.54
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Furniture

What type of furniture?

Furniture
nabis bathroom furniture offers a
contemporary style designed to unlock
the creative potential of any bathroom,
whilst giving your bathroom additional
storage capacity. Both modular
solutions and fully fitted ranges are
available in a variety of styles, finishes
and sizes to allow you to create that
desired look for your dream bathroom.

Fitted furniture
A fully fitted bathroom combines excellent storage
capacity with a stylish, neat and tidy bathroom.
Find a style you like and speak to your installer
about your individual requirements.

Modular furniture

Key features:

30

If you’re looking to give your bathroom that
luxury feel whilst also looking for additional
storage, it will be no surprise that we offer a
complete range of bathroom furniture, which
is functional and uncluttered as well as being
clean and inviting.

10

5

Year guarantee
for all ceramics

Year guarantee for
all bathroom furniture
and mirrors

Supplied in modules designed to work
either as stand alone units or part of a
set. Both wall-mounted “floating” options
and floor standing options are available
in most styles. Modular basins are also
ideal for cloakrooms.
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Step 1. Choose from three door styles

Vision

Available for Fitted
style furniture only.
A simple yet stylish MFC
slab door, the Vision
doorstyle with its crisp
edge profile offers a
clean modern look.

Step 2. Choose your colours
White gloss

Furniture

A simple guide for
choosing your furniture...

What do I need to consider?
Size and
positioning?

What are your
storage needs?

Who’s using the
bathroom?

If you’re wondering where to start,
try measuring up and planning your
furniture layout first. Create a floorplan
to see where things fit, including space
for things like door openings. Where
space is limited, consider bathroom
cabinets and space-saving solutions
such as a combination of toilet and
basin units, or wall-mounted cabinets.

Towels, toilet rolls and toiletries
are some of the storage basics, but
you may want to factor in cleaning
products, laundry and linen too. Just
try and stay practical about what
storage you can fit in your room.

From ‘get in and goers’ to ‘take their
timers’, everyone’s usage is different,
so consider activities like shaving,
playing in the bath and having a good
old soak, when considering items that
need storage.

Natural oak
Drift
Cashmere

Step 3. Choose your room set
Tall unit 300mm wide

Style

Available for Fitted
style furniture only.
A contemporary pressed
door with minimal detail
edge profile, Style is the
perfect door for
any bathroom.

Mirror with
shelf 600mm
or 700mm
wide

White gloss

Double mirror cabinet
600mm or 700mm wide

Frameless mirror
400mm, 500mm,
600mm, 700mm
or 800mm wide

Single wall unit
200mm or 300mm
wide

Double wall
unit 500mm or
600mm wide

Classical

Deco

Open shelf wall unit
200mm or 300mm wide
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Available for Modular
style furniture only.

White gloss

A Stylish MFC slab
door with its crisp edge
profile, it offers a clean
modern look with a
dedicated handle.

Grey gloss

Available for Modular
style furniture only.
Classical features a
pressed shaker profile,
adding a touch of
elegance to any
bathroom furniture.

Open shelf base unit
200mm or 300mm wide

Filler panel 100mm
or 175mm wide

Natural oak
Drift

Earl grey
Washbasin
unit 600mm or
700mm wide

Ivory

Note: All carcasses match the door colours. The back of the Vision doors match the front of the door. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Tall filler panel
100mm wide

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Back to wall WC
unit 500mm or
600mm wide

Full height back to
wall WC unit 500mm
or 600mm wide

Single base
unit 200mm
or 300mm
wide

Drawer line unit
300mm wide

Plinth
1300mm or
2600mm
length

Toilet roll
unit 200mm
wide

Bath end
panel 700mm,
750mm or
800mm wide

Bath side panel
700mm or 800mm
wide
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Fitted furniture

Drift finish

Vision

From

£82.49

There’s a stylish
feel to Drift with
its characteristic
vertical grain and
slightly darker effect.

A beautiful range of bathroom furniture,
available in four different colour finishes.

White Gloss
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Drift

Natural Oak

Cashmere
finish

Cashmere

A classic, simple
look to bring
sophistication to any
bathroom/en-suite.

White
Gloss
finish

Natural
Oak
finish

The white gloss
doors and fascias
keep the room
light and airy for
a modern yet
simple look.

An attractive
finish with a
mellow tone and
‘natural’ finish
for a realistic and
colourful effect.
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See page 49 for
our full selection
of basins and
worktops.

Here’s everything you need to know
about our Vision range. Including all the
components, dimensions and prices.

Washbasin unit

WC toilet unit

835x600x200mm
C22291
C22331
C22371
C22411

£221.91
£221.91
£221.91
£221.91

835x600x290mm
C22260
C22300
C22340
C22380

£221.91
£221.91
£221.91
£221.91

835x700x290mm
C22261
C22301
C22341
C22381

£230.16
£230.16
£230.16
£230.16

Full height WC unit

835x500x200mm
C22292
C22332
C22372
C22412

£188.91
£188.91
£188.91
£188.91

835x600x200mm
C22294
C22334
C22374
C22414

£197.16
£197.16
£197.16
£197.16

835x500x290mm
C22262
C22302
C22342
C22382

£188.91
£188.91
£188.91
£188.91

835x600x290mm
C22264
C22304
C22344
C22384

Wall unit non handed
660x200x175mm
C22266
C22306
C22349
C22389

£139.42
£139.42
£139.42
£139.42

660x300x175mm
C22271
C22311
C22354
C22395
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£144.37
£144.37
£144.37
£144.37

£197.16
£197.16
£197.16
£197.16

Double wall unit

C22277
C22317
C22357
C22397

835x500x200mm
C22293
C22333
C22373
C22413

£188.91
£188.91
£188.91
£188.91

835x600x200mm
C22295
C22335
C22375
C22415

£197.16
£197.16
£197.16
£197.16

835x500x290mm
C22263
C22303
C22343
C22383

£188.91
£188.91
£188.91
£188.91

835x600x290mm
C22265
C22305
C22345
C22385

£197.16
£197.16
£197.16
£197.16

Drawer line unit
non handed

660x500x175mm
£221.91
£221.91
£221.91
£221.91

Fitted furniture

Vision

835x200x200mm
C22296
C22336
C22377
C22416

£155.92
£155.92
£155.92
£155.92

835x300x200mm
C22298
C22338
C22379
C22418

£160.86
£160.86
£160.86
£160.86

£238.41
£238.41
£238.41
£238.41

C22267
C22308
C22348
C22387

Open shelf base unit

660x200x155mm
C22268
C22307
C22347
C22388

835x200x200mm

£82.49
£82.49
£82.49
£82.49

C22297
C22337
C22376
C22417

835x300x155mm
C22274
C22313
C22352
C22393

£86.63
£86.63
£86.63
£86.63

C22299
C22339
C22378
C22419
C22269
C22309
C22346
C22386

C22270
C22310
C22350
C22390

C22275
C22314
C22351
C22391

Tall unit non handed

£180.66
£180.66
£180.66
£180.66

£230.16
£230.16
£230.16
£230.16

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

£82.49
£82.49
£82.49
£82.49

Bath end panel

Plinth return kit

500x700x18mm
C22280
C22320
C22359
C22400

£59.39
£59.39
£59.39
£59.39

1995x300x290mm
C22272
C22315
C22355
C22394

£279.65
£279.65
£279.65
£279.65

C22284
C22324
C22364
C22404

£33.00
£33.00
£33.00
£33.00

175x2600x16mm
C22286
C22326
C22366
C22406

£65.18
£65.18
£65.18
£65.18

£16.50
£16.50
£16.50
£16.50

500x800x18mm
C22283 £68.48
C22323 £68.48
C22403 £68.48

Tall filler panel
1780x100x16mm
C22288
C22328
C22368
C22408

Bath side panel
175x1300x16mm

C22290
C22330
C22370
C22410

C22281 £65.18
C22321 £65.18
C22401 £65.18

£86.63
£86.63
£86.63
£86.63

Plinth

xxmm

500x750x18mm

835x300x290mm

£160.86
£160.86
£160.86
£160.86

835x200x200mm

£86.63
£86.63
£86.63
£86.63

835x200x290mm

835x300x290mm
C22273
C22312
C22353
C22392

£82.49
£82.49
£82.49
£82.49

835x300x200mm

£155.92
£155.92
£155.92
£155.92

660x600x175mm
C22278
C22318
C22358
C22398

Open shelf wall unit

835x200x290mm

Toilet roll unit

835x300x290mm
C22316
C22276
C22356
C22396

Base unit non handed

Filler panel

500x1700x18mm
C22279
C22319
C22360
C22399

£26.40
£26.40
£26.40
£26.40

£125.38
£125.38
£125.38
£125.38

660x100x16mm
C22287
C22327
C22367
C22407

£8.25
£8.25
£8.25
£8.25

500x1800x18mm

660x175x16mm

C22282 £133.64
C22322 £133.64
C22402 £133.64

C22289
C22329
C22369
C22409

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

£10.73
£10.73
£10.73
£10.73
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White Gloss finish
The new contemporary ‘Style’ doors add a
luxurious look and a fresh feel to the room.
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Fitted furniture

Style

From

£155.92

Washbasin unit

WC toilet unit

Full height WC unit

Wall unit non handed

835x600x200mm
C22440 £246.65
835x600x290mm
C22420 £246.65
835x700x290mm
C22421 £254.90

835x500x200mm
C22441 £213.66
835x600x200mm
C22443 £221.91
835x500x290mm
C22422 £213.66
835x600x290mm
C22424 £221.91

835x500x200mm
C22442 £213.66
835x600x200mm
C22444 £221.91
835x500x290mm
C22423 £213.66
835x600x290mm
C22425 £221.91

660x200x175mm
C22426 £155.92
660x300x175mm
C22430 £160.86

Base unit non handed

Toilet roll unit

Tall unit non handed

Drawer line unit non handed

835x200x200mm
C22445 £172.41
835x300x200mm
C22446 £177.36
835x200x290mm
C22427 £172.41
835x300x290mm
C22429 £177.36

835x200x200mm
C22428 £188.91

1995x300x290mm
C22431 £312.65

835x300x290mm
C22432 £263.15

Double wall unit

Bath side panel

Bath end panel

660x500x175mm
C22433 £254.90
660x600x175mm
C22434 £263.15

500x1700x18mm
C22435 £146.02
500x1800x18mm
C22438 £159.22

500x700x18mm
C22436 £73.43
500x800x18mm
C22439 £81.68

See page 49 for all basin
and worktop options.

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware and brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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A stylish range of modular furniture
available in four finishes. Its crisp edge
profile offers a clean modern look with a
dedicated handle.

From

£156.73

The stunning
characteristic grain of
Drift is complemented
by the feature handle
and crisp sanitaryware.

new

Modular furniture

Deco

Drift finish

Grey Gloss finish
White Gloss

White
Gloss
finish
The fresh, clean
look of White
Gloss furniture
makes the room
feel light and
spacious.
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Grey Gloss

Natural Oak

Drift

Perfectly on-trend glossy finish adding a touch
of sophistication to any bathroom.

Natural
Oak
finish
A contemporary
finish adding
depth and detail
to the furniture.

41

See page 49 for
our full selection
of basins and
worktops.

Here’s everything you need to know
about our Deco range. Including all the
components, dimensions and prices.

Wall hung cloakroom
washbasin unit only
700x400x220mm (LH)
C22619
C22620
C22621
C22622

£156.73
£156.73
£156.73
£156.73

700x400x220mm (RH)
C22623
C22624
C22625
C22626

£156.73
£156.73
£156.73
£156.73

Wall hung single drawer
washbasin unit only
480x500x400mm
C22635
C22636
C22637
C22638

£243.35
£243.35
£243.35
£243.35

480x600x450mm
C22639
C22640
C22641
C22642

£259.85
£259.85
£259.85
£259.85

480x800x450mm
C22643
C22644
C22645
C22646
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£309.35
£309.35
£309.35
£309.35

Freestanding cloakroom
washbasin unit only
900x400x220mm (LH)
C22627
C22628
C22629
C22630

£156.73
£156.73
£156.73
£156.73

900x400x220mm (RH)
C22631
C22632
C22633
C22634

£156.73
£156.73
£156.73
£156.73

Bath side panel

C22683
C22684
C22685
C22686

£125.38
£125.38
£125.38
£125.38

500x1800x16mm
C22687
C22688
C22689
C22690

Toilet unit

Freestanding double drawer
washbasin unit only

900x510x225mm
C22655
C22656
C22657
C22658

£193.86
£193.86
£193.86
£193.86

900x610x225mm
C22659
C22660
C22661
C22662

£210.36
£210.36
£210.36
£210.36

Bath end panel

500x1700x16mm

£133.64
£133.64
£133.64
£133.64

Modular furniture

Deco

£59.39
£59.39
£59.39
£59.39

500x734x16mm
C22695
C22696
C22697
C22698

C22647
C22648
C22649
C22650

£243.35
£243.35
£243.35
£243.35

£65.18
£65.18
£65.18
£65.18

Ceramic basin

Frameless aluminium
mirror

50x400x220mm

40x500x400mm

660x400x20mm
C22703 £89.92

660x700x20mm
C22706 £107.24

660x500x20mm
C22704 £89.92

C22707 £115.49

C22615

£111.37

C22651
C22652
C22653
C22654

C22617

C22663
C22664
C22665
C22666

C22618

Double mirror cabinet

£212.01
£212.01
£212.01
£212.01

£164.98
£173.23

40x800x450mm

£259.85
£259.85
£259.85
£259.85

1600x400x300mm (LH)

C22616

40x600x450mm

890x600x450mm

Tall storage unit

500x684x16mm
C22691
C22692
C22693
C22694

890x500x400mm

Cloakroom ceramic basin

£206.23

Double mirror cabinet

660x800x20mm

660x600x20mm
C22705 £98.99

Double mirror cabinet

Double mirror cabinet

660x600x160mm

660x600x160mm

660x600x160mm

660x600x160mm

C22512 £378.64

C22525 £378.64

C22538 £378.64

C22551 £378.64

1600x400x300mm (RH)
C22667
C22668
C22669
C22670

£212.01
£212.01
£212.01
£212.01

500x784x16mm
C22699
C22700
C22701
C22702

£68.48
£68.48
£68.48
£68.48

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Ivory/Earl Grey finish
New ‘Classical’ range for a sophisticated and traditional
yet stylish look for your bathroom in two new finishes.

Modular furniture

Classical

Ivory

Cloakroom unit

Basin unit

Extra deep basin unit

735x400x220mm LH
C22558 £228.51
735x400x220mm RH
C22559 £228.51

850x500x465mm
C22560 £373.42
850x600x465mm
C22561 £385.41

850x600x505mm
C22562 £306.86

Mineralcast cloakroom
basin

Mineralcast basin

20x610x505mm
C22591 £342.34

Extra deep under
washbasin and worktop

WC unit including
pressed worktop
850x550x275mm
C22563 £321.19

115x400x220mm
C22588 £70.13

15x510x465mm
C22589 £114.67
15x610x465mm
C22590 £125.38

Bath side panel

Bath side panel

Single mirror cabinet

Framed mirror

500x1700x18mm
C22566 £172.41
500x1800x18mm
C22567 £186.43

500x700x18mm
C22564 £85.79
500x800x18mm
C22565 £90.74

695x525x150mm LH
C22568 £281.30
695x525x150mm RH
C22569 £281.30

750x400x18mm
C22570 £85.79
750x500x18mm
C22571 £91.57
750x600x18mm
C22572 £99.82

WC unit including
pressed worktop

Earl Grey

Cloakroom unit

Basin unit

Extra deep basin unit

735x400x220mm LH
C22573 £228.51
735x400x220mm RH
C22574 £228.51

850x500x465mm
C22575 £373.42
850x600x465mm
C22576 £385.41

850x600x505mm
C22577 £306.86

Mineralcast cloakroom
basin

Mineralcast basin

20x610x505mm
C22591 £342.34

WC not available

115x400x220mm
C22588 £70.13

15x510x465mm
C22589 £114.67
15x610x465mm
C22590 £125.38

Extra deep under
washbasin and worktop

850x550x275mm
C22578 £323.83
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Bath side panel

Bath side panel

Single mirror cabinet

Framed mirror

500x1700x18mm
C22581 £172.41
500x1800x18mm
C22582 £186.43

500x700x18mm
C22579 £85.79
500x800x18mm
C22580 £90.74

695x525x150mm LH
C22583 £281.30
695x525x150mm RH
C22584 £281.30

750x400x18mm
C22585 £85.79
750x500x18mm
C22586 £91.57
750x600x18mm
C22587 £99.82

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware and brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Sense

A fantastic unit and basin in 4 stylish finishes,
with mirror and light pack available.

nabis vanity options with very practical ‘push together’
option in 2 sizes and 2 colour finishes.

Modular furniture

Reflect

White Gloss

Black Gloss

Odessa Oak
White Gloss and Natural Oak

Double drawer

Please note: WC and concealed cistern not included, see page 49.

535x600x460mm
E85018
E85019
E85020
E85021

£341.88
£341.88
£341.88
£341.88

Vanity unit including basin

535x700x460mm
E85022
E85023
E85024
E85025

£376.20
£376.20
£376.20
£376.20

883x500x430mm
C31011
C31012

Mirror and light
600x600x22mm

£98.99
£130.73

Full height WC unit
830x460x288mm
C31005 £177.80
C31006 £177.80

883x600x440mm

830x560x288mm

C31013 £110.76
C31014 £138.80

C31007 £185.15
C31008 £185.15

E85010 £75.82
600x750x22mm
E85011
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£83.56

Mali Oak

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware and brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware and brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Worktops

Sanitaryware

White Gloss

Mirrors
See page 89 for
our full range of
nabis mirrors.

Mineralcast
Slimline
28x1210x210mm
28x1510x210mm
28x2010x210mm
28x3010x210mm

C22467
C22472
C22477
C22482

£66.83
£85.79
£114.67
£172.41

Standard
28x1210x300mm
28x1510x300mm
28x2010x300mm
28x3010x300mm

C22447
C22452
C22457
C22462

£66.83
£85.79
£114.67
£172.41

Slimline
28x1210x210mm
28x1510x210mm
28x2010x210mm
28x3010x210mm

C22468
C22473
C22478
C22483

£66.83
£85.79
£114.67
£172.41

Standard
28x1210x300mm
28x1510x300mm
28x2010x300mm
28x3010x300mm

C22448
C22453
C22458
C22463

£66.83
£85.79
£114.67
£172.41

Black Radiance

Drift

Double mirror cabinet

Frameless aluminium mirror
660x400x20mm

660x700x20mm

660x600x160mm

C22703 £89.92

C22706 £107.24

C22512
C22525
C22538
C22551

660x500x20mm

660x800x20mm

C22704 £89.92

C22707 £115.49

660x600x20mm

£378.64
£378.64
£378.64
£378.64

Slimline
28x1210x210mm
28x1510x210mm
28x2010x210mm
28x3010x210mm

C22469
C22474
C22479
C22484

£52.79
£67.65
£89.92
£133.64

Standard
28x1210x300mm
28x1510x300mm
28x2010x300mm
28x3010x300mm

C22449
C22454
C22459
C22464

£52.79
£67.65
£89.92
£133.64

Slimline
28x1210x210mm
28x1510x210mm
28x2010x210mm
28x3010x210mm

C22470
C22475
C22480
C22485

£52.79
£67.65
£89.92
£133.64

Standard
28x1210x300mm
28x1510x300mm
28x2010x300mm
28x3010x300mm

C22450
C22455
C22460
C22465

£52.79
£67.65
£89.92
£133.64

Slimline
28x1210x210mm
28x1510x210mm
28x2010x210mm
28x3010x210mm

C22471
C22476
C22481
C22486

£52.79
£67.65
£89.92
£133.64

Standard
28x1210x300mm
28x1510x300mm
28x2010x300mm
28x3010x300mm

C22451
C22456
C22461
C22466

£52.79
£67.65
£89.92
£133.64

28x610x300mm Slabtop basin
28x1210x300mm LH worktop and basin
28x1210x300mm RH worktop and basin

Basin

C22491 £180.66
C22492 £254.07
C22493 £254.07

Back to wall pan

Natural Oak

C22705 £98.99

Handles
Select any of the below handles for our Vision and Style fitted furniture
Chrome bar handle
C22494 £3.92

Accessories and sanitaryware

Accessories and
sanitaryware

Chrome quattro handle
C22496 £3.92

Chrome arched handle
C22497 £3.92

Semi recessed basin
C22499 £130.34
Short projection
semi recessed basin
C22500 £189.73

Back to wall horizontal
outlet pan
B61623 £87.43
Soft closing toilet seat and cover
B61624 £32.79

Cistern

Wall hung pan

Concealed cistern
and button
B24012 £56.51

Wall hung pan
A03808 £129.44

Cashmere

Chrome curved bar handle
C22495 £3.92

Chrome knob
C22498 £3.92

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Soft close seat
A21969 £78.92

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware and brassware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Baths

What type of bath?
The nabis bath collection offers a range of baths that will look at
home in any bathroom. With steel, single-ended and double-ended
options available you are sure to find the right option for you.

Baths and
bathscreens
The bath is the centrepiece of your bathroom, so
it is important that it sets the tone and style as
well as offering a practical solution. Whether
you are looking for something spacious,
intimate, or simply soothing, take a look through
our range of single, double-ended, and shower
baths and you are sure to find your perfect pick.

Single-ended baths
This simple, rectangular bath is typical of the style
found in many homes today. With the taps installed
at one end, this style provides a single backrest for
comfort. As a popular design, they come in numerous
sizes for a wide variety of bathroom spaces.

Double-ended baths
This style usually has a centrally-mounted
taps, leaving both ends free for use as backrests,
or providing a generous bathing space. These
baths are also ideal for families who want to
bathe children together.

Freestanding baths

Acrylic vs Steel
Acrylic

Steel

• Most popular bath material throughout

• Commonly used throughout the UK

the UK
• Easy to transport and install thanks to its
lightweight properties
• Good heat retention
• Excellent value for money and cost-effective
• Warmer (than steel) to the touch
• Non-porous: easy to clean and remove
scratches
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The epitome of luxury, these baths create a real
statement of sophistication in your bathroom.
They can be sorted into two types: vintage and modern.
Vintage designs tend to be slipper shaped or roll top
and often stand on claws whereas the modern type are
thin-rimmed, double-ended and sit neatly on the floor.

• Stronger and more durable than acrylic
• Resilient and almost impossible to scratch
• Whilst cold to the touch it’s a great
heat conductor
• Its chemical and UV light resistant
properties prevent discolouring
• As a 100% recyclable material, steel is an
eco-friendly choice

Shower baths
This style of bath is perfect for those short on
space who still want the option of showering or
bathing. Families can bathe their children, and still
have the efficiency of showering for themselves,
even in a cramped bathroom.
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From

£149.75

£196.22

Single-ended baths

Steel bath
1500x700x415mm
2 tap hole twin grip
anti-slip steel bath
B61015 £168.50
1600x700x415mm
2 tap hole twin grip
anti-slip steel bath
B61014 £168.50
1700x700x415mm
2 tap hole plain bath
no grips
B61011 £149.75
1700x700x415mm
2 tap hole twin grip
anti-slip steel bath
B61010 £168.50
1700x700x415mm
2 tap hole twin grip
anti-slip low volume
(130L) steel bath
A03063 £175.10

25
Year guarantee

Desire
1700x700x550mm
No tap hole bath
A04143 £190.82
1700x750x550mm
No tap hole acrylic
bath
A04144 £202.96
1700x700x550mm
No tap hole
superstrength bath
A04145 £352.34

Baths

Baths

From

Double-ended and showerbaths

10
Year guarantee

Panel options
700mm
End panel
B08661 £21.37
750mm
End panel
B08662 £22.24

Pride
1500x700x550mm
2 tap hole acrylic bath
A04134 £168.12
1700x700x550mm
2 tap hole bath
A04135 £164.46
1500x700x550mm
2 tap hole bath
superstrength
A04138 £301.98
1700x700x550mm
2 tap hole bath
superstrength
A04140 £235.23
1500x700x550mm
2 tap hole 8mm
acrylic bath
A03042 £235.10

10
Year guarantee

Panel options
1700mm
Superstrength front
panel
A04147 £43.08
700mm
End panel
B08661 £21.37
700mm
End panel
A04149 £24.12
1500mm
Front panel
B08718 £32.62
1500mm
Superstrength front
panel
A04148 £42.17

1700x700x550mm
2 tap hole 8mm
acrylic bath
A03043 £235.10

Vigour
1700x750x550mm
No tap hole doubleended bath
A04136 £196.22
1800x800x550mm
No tap hole doubleended bath
A04137 £214.05
1700x700x550mm
No tap hole doubleended bath
A03044 £216.27
1700x800x550mm
No tap hole doubleended bath
A03045 £256.63

10
Year guarantee

Panel options
1800mm
Front panel
B08660 £41.48
750mm
End panel
B08662 £22.24
800mm
End panel
B08663 £21.05
700mm
End panel
B08661 £21.37

Neon (P Shape)
1700x700x540mm
Showerbath left hand
A03025 £271.49

10
Year guarantee

1500x700mm
Superstrength
showerbath left hand
A03057 £372.50

1700x700x540mm
Showerbath right hand 1500x700mm
Superstrength
A03026 £271.49
showerbath right hand
1700x700x540mm
A03058 £372.50
Superstrength
showerbath left hand
A03055 £372.51
Panel options
1700x700x540mm
Superstrength
showerbath right hand
A03056 £372.51

700mm
Showerbath
front panel
A03033 £75.68

1500x700x540mm
Showerbath left hand
A03029 £271.09

500mm
Showerbath
front panel
A03034 £70.82

1500x700x540mm
Showerbath right hand
A03030 £271.09

Vela (L Shape)
1700x700x540mm
Showerbath left hand
A03036 £289.28
1700x700x540mm
Showerbath
right hand
A03037 £289.28
1700x700x540mm
Superstrength
showerbath left hand
A03059 £388.80

10
Year guarantee

Panel options
1700mm
Front panel
A03040 £75.68
700mm
Showerbath
end panel
A03035 £26.71
Bathscreen - 6mm
D01281 £187.74

1700x700x540mm
Superstrength
showerbath
right hand
A03060 £388.80

700mm
Showerbath
end panel
A03035 £26.71
Bathscreen - 6mm
D00882 £146.99
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Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Wastes

From

£808.28

Freestanding baths
Traditional roll top

10

new

Bath wastes

Modern

Baths and wastes

Baths

10

Year guarantee*

Year guarantee*

1 1/2” Bath waste, overflow,
plastic plug
C50004 £5.14

1 1/2” Bath waste, overflow,
metal plug
C50019 £9.99

1 1/2” Bath pop-up-waste,
overflow, cable operated
C50070 £40.55

Easy seal bath combi chrome
C50532 £27.31

Basin wastes

1695x755x625mm
Double ended freestanding roll top bath with chrome feet included
A03064 £808.28

1700x800x580mm
Modern freestanding bath including waste and overflow
A03066 £897.44

Traditional slipper

Contemporary

10
Year guarantee*

1710x740x785mm
Freestanding bath with chrome feet included
A03065 £820.42

10
Year guarantee*

1 1/4” Pop-up slotted waste
C50530 £16.36

1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted,
brass bodied, plastic plug,
plastic backnut
C50020 £8.45

1 1/4” Basin waste, slotted, brass
bodied, metal plug, brass backnut
C50021 £12.65

1 1/4” Basin waste, captive,
rotary, slotted
C50535 £17.03

1 1/4” Fixed grid slotted waste
C50156 £10.96

1 1/4” Fixed grid unslotted waste
C50152 £14.58

1 1/4” Bottle trap
C62000 £22.57

1 1/4” Brass domed sprung
basin waste
C50531 £17.04

1655x750x580mm
Contemporary freestanding bath including waste and overflow
A03067 £811.61

* Manufacturing faults only.
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Note: All dimensions are shown in height, width and depth order. Sanitaryware not included. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Curved edge

Square

nabis bathscreens have outstanding quality
built in. Most are reversible and swing both
ways to make getting in and out easier and
cleaning simple. They offer 20mm adjustment
for an easier installation.

Toughened
safety glass

Easy clean
glass coating

Reversible
design

5 year
guarantee

Bathscreens

Bathscreens
5

Chrome frame
D00283 £127.08

White frame
D00284 £124.72

Sail
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Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Chrome frame
D00288 £144.35

Fixed panel
D00280 £246.88

P shape

L shape

Bathscreen - 6mm
D00882 £146.99

Bathscreen - 6mm
D01281 £187.74

Chrome frame
D00287 £178.57

Fixed panel
D00281 £223.99

Half-folding

Curtain rail

Chrome frame
D00282 £183.66

Deflector panel 790x1400mm
D00878 £149.33

Note: All dimensions are shown in length, width and height order. Sanitaryware not included. Wolseley Retail Prices (Inclusive of VAT)
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Showering

Which mixer shower suits you?
Mixer showers draw from both hot and
cold water supplies and usually deliver
higher flow rates.

Showering
The nabis showers range offers a wide range of
mixer showers in a variety of styles to suit most
tastes. All of the showers have thermostatic
temperature control for added safety and
comfort and come with a 5 year warranty* on
manufactured parts for added peace of mind.

Bar valves
Ideal for homes with readily available hot water
such as from a combi boiler or large capacity
hot water cylinder, the hot and cold water is
mixed within the unit and the water is delivered
through the shower.

Mini valves
These small stylish compact showers are
ideal for ensuites or small bathrooms.

ERD bar valves

Key features:

X

If you’re looking for something a bit more designer,
our minimalist exposed thermostatic shower
valves allow you to switch between two outlets, for
example, an overhead shower and a handset. This
is known as an exposed valve, as the workings sit
external to the wall.

0.0

X year
guarantee

Pressure system
suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

We have a wide range
of guarantees covering
all our products for your
peace of mind.

Pressure can vary
depending on a number of
factors. We have a shower
for every solution.

These are the
recommended minimum
pressures to achieve a
good flow rate.

Thermostatic
control

Multimode
handset spray

The most reliable way to
ensure a constant water
temperature providing
precise control over the mix
of hot and cold water.

These multi-function
handsets have
different option spraying
functions available in
one handset.

Water Regulation
Advisory Scheme.

Thermostatic
exposed valves
An exposed shower valve creates a bold
statement in any bathroom, and our wide range
of traditional and modern styles should give you
plenty of choice to fit your needs.

* terms & conditions apply
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Shower systems and kits

Shower systems and kits
The nabis range of showers contains a selection of contemporary
styles to suit most tastes. nabis showers come with thermostatic
temperature control which recognises fluctuations in water
pressure and water temperature when other taps in the home
are being used, for added safety and comfort.

Bar valve

Mini valve
5

5

5 year
guarantee

5 year
guarantee

Low pressure
system suitability

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

0.1

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Thermostatic
control

Multimode
handset spray

Multimode
handset spray

Bar valve

Nano G2

Thermostatic bar valve with fast fix kit and set
D01194 £149.83

Thermostatic exposed mini sequential shower
valve with kit - suitable for all systems
D01190 £195.25

Thermostatic
exposed valve

ERD bar valves
5

5

5

5 year
guarantee

5 year
guarantee

5 year
guarantee

Medium pressure
system suitability

Medium pressure
system suitability

Low pressure
system suitability

0.5

0.5

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Thermostatic
control

Thermostatic
control

Multimode
handset spray
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Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Twin

Geo Square

Zeus

Thermostatic bar valve with rigid riser and
handset with fast fix connections
D01192 £270.93

Thermostatic bar valve with rigid riser and
handset with fast fix connections
D01193 £286.04

Thermostatic exposed sequential shower
valve with shower set
D01191 £195.24

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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nabis enclosures offer a high quality choice of
designs to suit everyone’s taste and bathroom layout,
including bifold, pivot and quadrant styles.

6mm toughened
safety glass

Sliding

5

Quadrant

Year guarantee

5

5
Year guarantee

Year guarantee for
all enclosures

1000x1900mm chrome/clear
D06963 £295.00

800x800mm chrome/clear
D06958 £322.44

800x1000mm chrome/clear
D06960 £377.32

1200x1900mm chrome/clear
D06965 £308.72

900x900mm chrome/clear
D06959 £349.89

800x1200mm chrome/clear
D06961 £377.33

Bifold

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

5
Year guarantee

900x1200mm chrome/clear
D06962 £404.77

1400x1900mm chrome/clear
D06966 £349.88
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Off-set
quadrant

Enclosures

Enclosures

5
Year guarantee

Pivot

5
Year guarantee

Side panel

760x1900mm chrome/clear
D06976 £260.70

760x1900mm chrome/clear
D06972 £205.81

760x1900mm chrome/clear
D06969 £164.65

800x1900mm chrome/clear
D06977 £274.41

800x1900mm chrome/clear
D06973 £212.67

800x1900mm chrome/clear
D06970 £171.51

900x1900mm chrome/clear
D06978 £281.28

900x1900mm chrome/clear
D06974 £226.39

900x1900mm chrome/clear
D06971 £178.37

Note: All dimensions are shown in width and height order. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

5
Year guarantee
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From

The luxury range of nabis wetroom panels
allow you to design a perfect space to the
style and specification you desire.

£130.35

Shower trays
The nabis shower trays are a total installation solution,
incorporating a unique flexible waste pipe for easy connection
to the drainage system. Optional riser kits are also available.

Quadrant

1
Year guarantee

Off-set
quadrant

1

Square

Year guarantee

Right hand

800x800mm
E13217 £108.44

1000x800mm
E13219 £147.87

1000x800mm
E13220 £147.87

760x760mm
E13214 £75.67

900x900mm
E13218 £114.76

1200x800mm
E13221 £166.84

1200x800mm
E13222 £166.84

800x800mm
E13215 £88.92

1200x900mm
E13223 £173.06

1200x900mm
E13224 £173.06

900x900mm
E13216 £113.23

1

Rectangular

1

Year guarantee

700x1900mm
D06979 £253.83
64

800x1900mm
D06980 £267.56

900x1900mm
D06981 £267.56

1000x1900mm
D06982 £274.42

1200x1900mm
D06983 £288.14

1400x1900mm
D06984 £336.16

Return panel
250x1900mm
D06985 £130.35

Note: All dimensions are shown in width and height order. Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

1000mm
Quad panel kit 1
D07364 £27.15

1700x1000mm
Panel kit 4
D07367 £27.15

1200x900mm Off-set
quad panel kit 2
D07365 £27.15

760x760mm
Panel kit 5
D07368 £27.15

1200x900mm
Panel kit 3
D07366 £27.15
Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

1
Year guarantee

Left hand

Riser kit

8mm Panels

Showering

Wetroom panels

Year guarantee

900x760mm
E13225 £111.43

1100x800mm
E13229 £148.83

1400x800mm
E13233 £213.82

1000x760mm
E13226 £129.21

1200x760mm
E13230 £147.97

1400x900mm
E13234 £244.59

1000x800mm
E13227 £129.99

1200x800mm
E13231 £158.00

1700x700mm
E13235 £283.47

1000x900mm
E13228 £142.53

1200x900mm
E13232 £163.85

1700x800mm
E13236 £302.44

1500x800mm
Low level
E14795 £145.14
1600x800mm
Low level
E14796 £153.66
1700x760mm
Low level
E14794 £161.16
65

Taps

Choosing the right taps
It’s natural to think first about the bigger
elements of your bathroom, but little
things like taps can make a big impact on
your finished space.

Taps

Basin and bath taps
Basin and bath are the most commonly used
taps in the bathroom. There are many styles
to choose from, each changing the look and
functionality of your space.

Complete the look of your
bathroom with the stylish range
of nabis taps. Whether you are
looking for ultimate simplicity
or something a little more
sophisticated, nabis has the
look that you are searching for.
All nabis taps come with a 5
year* guarantee and are suitable
for low pressure systems.

Mixer taps
Mixer taps are more popular than ever, as they
deliver your ideal temperature combination in just
one flow. They require one tap hole basins and are a
great solution for smaller spaces.

Pillar taps
A traditional design with separate hot and cold water
taps. They work with two tap hole basins and are
simple and easy to use.

Bath shower mixer taps

Key features:

X

0.0

X year
guarantee

Pressure system
suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

We have a wide range
of guarantees covering
all our products for your
peace of mind.

Pressure can vary
depending on a number
of factors. We have a tap
for every solution.

These are the
recommended minimum
pressures to achieve a
good flow rate.

Water Regulation
Advisory Scheme.

Efficient way to get the best of both worlds.
Installing a shower above your bath is a great
space-saver and even allows you to rinse the bath
after use. For a traditional look, fit the showerhead
on top of the mixer taps, or hang it on a wall bracket
for more modern, hands–free showering.

* terms & conditions apply
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From functional to fancy and timeless to
traditional, we have a vast array of stylish taps
to adorn your sink and bath

Modern taps

Taps

From

£33.57
5

Alia

Year guarantee

5

Torc

Year guarantee

A modern single lever range
designed with ease of use in mind.

An elegant waterfall spout
for a touch of luxury.

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05401 £50.55

Basin mixer no waste
A05418 £93.12

Basin mixer no waste
A05406 £43.56

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05403 £99.77

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath filler
A05402 £89.07

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05419 £146.32

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

2 tap hole bath filler
A05420 £133.04

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Basin pillar taps
A05404 £39.91
Monobloc bath filler
A05407 £89.06

Bath pillar taps
A05405 £46.55

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

WRAS approved
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Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Modern taps
5

Sweep

Year guarantee

Circo

5

Inga

Year guarantee

5

Vector

Year guarantee

A contemporary, curvaceous
design statement for any
modern bathroom.

A contemporary, minimalist single
lever range. Simple and stylish.

Contrasting design with sharp
edges meeting smooth curves
and an open water flow.

Striking cubic design, a bold
contemporary statement.

Basin mixer no waste
A05414 £93.01

Basin mixer no waste
A05408 £67.17

Basin mixer no waste
A05421 £79.16

Basin mixer no waste
A05425 £93.12

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05415 £81.38

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05416 £149.81

Basin pillar taps
A05410 £43.93

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05412 £109.78

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05423 £133.02

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Low pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05422 £68.23

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05428 £146.29

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure

Bath pillar taps
A05411 £49.10

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath filler
A05413 £94.27

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05426 £79.81

Medium pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

0.5

Low pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath filler
A05417 £135.61

Minimum operating
pressure

Medium pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Mini basin mixer no waste
A05409 £59.44

Low pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved
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5
Year guarantee

2 tap hole bath filler
A05424 £119.71

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

2 tap hole bath filler
A05427 £133.02

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure
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Modern taps
5

Genius II

Year guarantee

5

Ossia

Year guarantee

5

Swish

Year guarantee

Corda

Contemporary crosshead
range, a fusion of modern style
with classic design hints.

Striking lines and a sleek design
for any modern bathroom.

Smooth curves for a modern
bathroom, a stylish choice.

Strong, smooth lines, an elegant,
contemporary range.

Basin mixer - no waste
A05435 £70.48

Basin mixer chrome
A05022 £80.25

Basin mixer
A05028 £78.02

Basin mixer
A05025 £75.49

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Low pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

0.3

Low pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

0.3

WRAS approved

Bath pillar taps
A05436 £47.88

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05438 £106.40

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05023 £150.62

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

0.3

WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath filler
A05024 £119.99

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Low pressure
system suitability

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05031 £138.97

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure

Basin pillar taps
A05029 £82.51

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure

Basin pillar taps
A05434 £42.55
Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Bath pillar taps
A05030 £93.27

2 tap hole bath filler
A05437 £79.80
Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

0.3

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

2 tap hole bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05026 £150.22

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath filler
A05027 £119.99

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.4

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

2 tap hole bath filler
A05032 £114.83

Low pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

WRAS approved
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5
Year guarantee

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

73

5

Galene

Year guarantee

A contemporary range with a
hint of a traditional feel.

Lever cloakroom
basin mixer
A05494 £58.11

Lever basin mixer
A05495 £61.97

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

With our expert
designers’ product
knowledge and
your imagination,
we can create
something truly
bespoke
Ask about
to you.
our free

Traditional taps

Bespoke
bathroom
design

5

Regal

Year guarantee

Traditional design, appealing to
classic taste, yet fully equipped
with up to the minute technology.

Basin mixer no waste
A05433 £54.26

Barford
An elegant, timeless range for
a traditional look and feel.

Lever basin mixer
A05021 £94.03

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

5
Year guarantee

Low pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

CAD design
service
today

Lever basin pillar taps
A05490 £65.66

Lever 2 tap hole
mixer & kit
A05492 £133.33

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

WRAS approved

Lever bath pillar taps
A05491 £83.80

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved
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Basin pillar taps
A05432 £33.57

Low pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

2 tap hole bath filler
A05431 £76.22

Low pressure
system suitability

2 tap hole bath/shower
mixer & kit
A05430 £89.12

Low pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure

Lever bath pillar taps
A05018 £92.83

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

0.4

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

2 tap hole lever
bath filler
A05020 £140.71

Low pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Medium pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

2 tap hole lever bath/
shower mixer & kit
A05019 £209.30

Low pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

Lever 2 tap hole
bath filler
A05493 £107.72

0.2

Lever basin pillar taps
A05017 £78.07

Low pressure
system suitability

WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Bath pillar taps
A05429 £37.47

Low pressure
system suitability

0.3

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved
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Heating

What type of radiator?

Heating
The nabis range of stylish radiators
means regardless of the type of
bathroom you have decided upon,
we have the solution for you.

Towel rails and radiators are very similar,
although towel rails give off slightly less
heat as they are designed to warm towels,
not whole rooms.

Heated towel rails
Towel rails are often polished or glossy,
generally made from stainless steel or
carbon and chrome plated, and add a sense
of style to any bathroom.

Decorative radiators
Designer radiators are another stylish way
to heat your bathroom. Just as sleek as a
heated towel rail, they too add an element of
luxury to any space.
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Give your bathroom the ultimate look with a
designer radiator from nabis. Whether you are
looking for a simple towel rail or a stylish feature,
nabis has a number of options to suit all tastes.

From

£128.78

Heating

Heating

Towel warmer options
Piana

Tilly

5

15

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

A light modern design that
provides a discrete but
stylish presence in any
bathroom.

The Tilly towel warmer is a
contemporary square framed
style, with tubular rails for
hanging and drying towels.

770x600mm Chrome
1085 BTU/h
270075 £187.74

800x400mm Chrome
556 BTU/h
200408 £296.10

1130x600mm Chrome
1529 BTU/h
270076 £251.50

800x500mm Chrome
664 BTU/h
200409 £305.63
1200x500mm Chrome
924 BTU/h
200410 £308.74

Lois
15

15

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

A chrome ‘square tube’
style towel rail, which will
complement a bathroom
or cloakroom with square
style fittings.
800x500mm Chrome
923 BTU/h
200391 £261.50
1200x500mm Chrome
1419 BTU/h
200392 £342.09
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Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Imogen

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

A modern take on a ladder
rail style towel warmer, the
open ends of the Imogen
gives plenty of towel
hanging / drying capacity.
Pipe fittings on LH only.
1200x500mm
809 BTU/h
200393 £298.37
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Orbis

Heating

Towel warmer options

Decorative options
Karly

Kit

Madaline

15

15

15

15

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

Looped style chrome towel
rail, which will create a
striking look in any bathroom
or cloakroom. The loop style
gives plenty of space for
hanging and drying towels.
1200x300mm Chrome
1518 BTU/h
200028 £197.97

An ornate style of towel
warmer. The curving style of
this towel warmer will give
a sense of sophistication to
any bathroom.

A vertical aspect ‘chunky
tubular’ design radiator, which
when fitted with the optional
clip rail kit can be fitted as a
towel warmer in any modern
design bathroom.

1200x500mm Chrome
1308 BTU/h
200405 £272.24

1800x358mm Chrome
1675 BTU/h
200403 £346.47

1600x300mm Chrome
1866 BTU/h
200029 £240.56

Clip rail accessory 358mm
Chrome
200404 £40.18

A vertical aspect tubular
design rail, can be fitted
in any room to conserve
horizontal wall space or
create a feature. Select
the optional towel rail kit to
create a stunning feature
rail for the bathroom.
1000x362mm Chrome
784 BTU/h
200397 £164.44
1600x454mm Chrome
1493 BTU/h
200398 £312.31
Clip rail accessory 362mm
Chrome
200399 £31.83
Clip rail accessory 454mm
200400 £40.18

Juliet
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Anna

Amelia

15

15

15

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

A sleek, slim fitting chrome
towel warmer, featuring flat
tubular horizontal towel bars.

A striking feature for any
bathroom, combining style
with performance.

828x500mm Chrome
793 BTU/h
200395 £236.76

1080x500mm Chrome
1339 BTU/h
200411 £337.17

A stunning adition to any
room, the vertical chrome
Amelia offers optimum
heat output in locations
where lower wall space is
limited. Ideal for kitchens
and hall ways.

1200x500mm Chrome
1179 BTU/h
200396 £298.39

1460x500mm Chrome
1786 BTU/h
200412 £442.03

1800x352mm Chrome
1697 BTU/h
200394 £238.95

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Katherine

Bess

15

15

Year guarantee

Year guarantee

A traditional ‘Victorian style’
floor standing bathroom
towel warmer.
Floor standing towel warmer
965x673mm
1890 BTU/h
200401 £387.46
Wall mounted towel warmer
740x675mm
1938 BTU/h
200402 £426.19

Heating

You can
have it all...

Traditional options

A traditional style towel
rail, characterised with
chunky tubes to create a
classic look
800x500mm Chrome
478 BTU/h
200406 £128.78

Free bathroom design,
consultation and quote

1200x500mm Chrome
678 BTU/h
200407 £184.73

Visit one of Wolseley’s
Widest
range
of quality
Free bathroom design,
Find
your
available next day
consultation andbrands
quotenearest
inspirational Bathroom
showroom at
wolseley.
Showrooms to turn your
co.uk
ideas intoFreereality.
Expert friendly advice
Widest range of quality
bathroom design,
always on-hand
brands available next day
consultation and quote

You won’t find nabis
anywhere else

nabis bathroom products are exclusive
to Wolseley through our nationwide
branch network and inspiring
Bathroom Showrooms.
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Expert friendly advice
Perfect solutions
Free bathroom design,Widest range of quality
always
on-hand
brands available next day
for every home
consultation and quote

Speak to
your local
installer
or pop in
today

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Widest range of qualityExpert friendly advicePerfect solutions
for every home
brands available next day always on-hand

Expert friendly advice Perfect solutions
always on-hand
for every home
Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Finishing
touches
nabis offer a wide range of
bathroom accessories and
mirrors for all those
finishing touches.

Creating an amazing bathroom means choosing the right
accessories. Knowing what works and what doesn’t is an art
in itself. We’re here to help you find accessories that not only
make a statement, but also make life easier in the bathroom.

Finishing touches

Make your space your own

Glass shelves
Whilst they might not sound glamorous,
these bathroom essentials are still a great
place to start adding style.

Toilet roll holders
Consider whether you want fixed or moveable,
vertical or horizontal, then choose from our
large range of modern and classic styles to
suit your design.

Grab bars
Grab bars can make you more confident
when using the shower bath or toilet,
giving you strong and stable support
whilst maintaining a stylish finish.

Mirrors
Great for adding a sense of space. Some new
designs even come with added benefits such as
integrated LED lights to really mximise light in
the bathroom area.
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A reassuringly stylish range of bathroom
accessories, the nabis accessories and mirrors
ranges have a cosmopolitan feel that is both
aspirational and affordable.

From

Finishing touches

Finishing Touches

Elixir

£5.69

Double robe hook
D00170 £5.69

Towel ring
D02577 £15.18

Toilet roll holder
D02573 £13.26

Towel rail
D02576 £25.41

Glass shelf
D02578 £22.90

Spare toilet roll holder
D02575 £15.74

Tumbler & holder
D02885 £14.51

Double toilet roll holder
D02574 £17.49
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Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Modular toilet brush
D02886 £17.15

Grab and grip rail 380mm
D02581 £28.04

Storage basket stainless steel
D02580 £13.06

Elixir corner storage basket stainless steel
D02579 £14.49

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Toilet roll holder
D02873 £18.47

Single robe hook
D02877 £13.19

Towel ring
D02874 £22.43

Glass shelf
D02876 £30.35

Tumbler & holder
D02878 £21.11

new

Mirrors

Jane

Reese

Chablis

Rectangular mirror with
bevelled edge
E50109 £90.20

Illuminated mirror
E50110 £271.70

Illuminated mirrored cabinet
E50113 £592.90

Finishing touches

new

Brighton

24” Towel rail
D02875 £30.35

new

Savannah
Towel ring
D02880 £17.15

Toilet roll holder
D02879 £17.15

Tris

Liane

Single door mirrored cabinet
E50111 £294.80

Double door mirrored cabinet
E50112 £369.60

Single robe hook
D02883 £10.55

24” Towel rail
D02881 £27.71

Glass shelf
D02882 £27.71
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Ceramic tumbler & holder
D02884 £17.15
Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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£54.11

Kitchen taps,
sinks & wastes
From traditional to classic and
contemporary designs, our new range of
kitchen taps will suit the styling of
different kitchen designs depending on
your requirement, along with our high
level of quality.

Kitchen taps, sinks & wastes

From

Kitchen taps
With a 5 year warranty, our kitchen taps
are manufactured to the highest quality
and are WRAS approved. Exclusive to
Wolseley, all taps are supplied with
flexible tap tails to provide an easier
installation and are made using a
chrome finish for easy cleaning.

see pages 92-94

From

£4.29

Sinks and
wastes

Key features:

5

0.0

5 year
guarantee

Pressure system
suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

We have a wide range
of guarantees covering
all our products for your
peace of mind.

Pressure can vary
depending on a number
of factors. We have a tap
for every solution.

These are the
recommended minimum
pressures to achieve a
good flow rate.

Water Regulation
Advisory Scheme.

Made from high grade 18/10 stainless
steel with seamless soldering and a
rigid frame construction, our steel sinks
are heavy duty in construction and won’t
bend or flex under pressure.

see pages 95-96
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Regal

French style

1/2” compression valves

1/4 turn ceramic
disc valve for easy
operation

B08912 £77.53

B08921 £104.99

Crosshead

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

£54.11

Regal

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure

Costeno

Sandia

WRAS approved

Single lever mono

Monobloc

40mm mixer cartridge
with great flow rate

Ceramic disc valve
for easy operation

B08913 £62.99

B08914 £74.30

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Regal

Regal

Lever 1/4 turn

Lever 1/4 turn deck

Ceramic disc valve for
easy operation

1/4 turn ceramic disc
valve for easy operation

B08917 £111.45

B08920 £112.60

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Kitchen taps

From

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

Practica

Nemi

Minimum operating
pressure

Lever pull out

Single lever
pull out

Pull out spray head
35mm mixer cartridge

WRAS approved

B08924 £88.84

40mm mixer cartridge
with great flow rate
Pull out spray head with
two function spray
B08922 £79.15

Turano
Monobloc

Matese
Monobloc

1/2” compression valves

Ceramic disc valve for
easy operation

B08911 £58.79

B08915 £77.53

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

1.0

Minimum operating
pressure

High pressure
system suitability

1.0

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Lesina

Monate

Monate

Morita

Deck

Mono

Monobloc

Ceramic disc valve for
easy operation

Ceramic disc valve for
easy operation

Ceramic disc valve
for easy operation

Pull out spray head
35mm mixer cartridge

B08916 £96.51

B08923 £92.88

B08918 £119.53

B08930 £129.22

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved
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High pressure
system suitability

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Monobloc pull out

Medium pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure

0.5

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

High pressure
system suitability

1.0

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved
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£51.42
Levico

Sevier

Monobloc side
control

Monobloc

35mm mixer cartridge

Ceramic disc valve for
easy operation

B08928 £54.11

B08925 £77.53

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure

Kitchen sink packs & wastes

From

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

WRAS approved

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Stainless steel left hand sink with two tap
holes and 1.0 bowl - 950x508mm
G62510 £63.02

Reversible stainless steel sink with one tap
hole and 1.0 bowl - 950x508mm
G62528 £64.64

Stainless steel right hand sink with two tap
holes and 1.0 bowl - 950x508mm
G62511 £63.02

Idro

Idro

Monobloc

Square monobloc

Ceramic disc valve for
easy operation

Ceramic disc valve for
easy operation

B08926 £92.07

B08927 £103.38

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure

Reversible stainless steel sink with one tap
hole and 1.0 bowl - 950x508mm
G62512 £51.42

Reversible stainless steel sink with one tap
hole and 1.5 bowl - 950x508mm
G62526 £80.80

Pasilla
Single lever
monobloc
35mm mixer
cartridge
B08919 £82.37
Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Monobloc pull out
1/4 turn ceramic disc
valve for easy operation
Reversible stainless steel sink with one tap
hole and 1.0 bowl - 800x508mm
G62527 £75.46

B08929 £121.15
Medium pressure
system suitability

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved
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Vico

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).
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Kitchen sink packs
Pack contains a sink and a mixer tap – pick 1 of the sinks below:
Reversible stainless
steel sink pack with
one tap hole and 1.0
bowl - 800x508mm

Stainless steel large
sink pack with one
tap hole and 1.0 bowl
- 950x508mm

Pack price

Pack price

£63.10

£65.74

Reversible stainless
steel sink pack with
one tap hole and 1.0
bowl - 950x508mm

Reversible stainless
steel sink pack with
one tap hole and 1.5
bowl - 950x508mm

Pack price

Pack price

G62547

G62548

£57.42

£75.24

G62549

G62578

Mixer tap options for kitchen packs – pick 1 of the taps below:

Turano

Levico

Costeno

Monobloc
B08911

Monobloc side control
B08928

Single lever mono
B08913

1/2” compression valves
Metal fixing nut
Supplied with flexible tap tails

35mm mixer cartridge
Swivelling spout for single/multiple bowl sinks
Metal fixing nut
Supplied with flexible tap tails

40mm mixer cartridge with great flow rate
Swivelling spout for single/multiple bowl sinks
Metal fixing nut
Supplied with flexible tap tails

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Medium pressure
system suitability

0.5

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Low pressure
system suitability

0.2

Minimum operating
pressure
WRAS approved

Don’t forget kitchen wastes

Stainless steel sink basket
strainer 3 1/2” diameter
C50190 £11.87
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1 1/2” stainless steel sink waste
plastic plug (comes with overflow)
C50014 £4.29

1 1/2” unslotted long sink waste
C50270 £12.63

1 1/2” slotted long sink waste
C50268 £11.41

Wolseley retail prices (inclusive of VAT).

nabis.co.uk

